
Oldfield Partners is a classic value investment specialist that seeks to provide

long-term returns through patient investing.

Value investing

We are classic value investors. Value investing is one of the oldest approaches to investing in equities and can trace its roots back for nearly 100
years, back to investing legends such as Benjamin Graham, John Templeton and Warren Bu�ett.

Evolution of the value investment philosophy has led to distinct value investment styles that can deliver di�erent investor outcomes.

The Oldfield Partners difference

A classic value investor should harness both deep analytical skills and common sense to identify undervalued stocks that are ‘bargains’. By its nature
a ‘bargain’ is not permanent and not indicative of its potential future value.

We keep away from the market noise; concentrating on simple value investing with high conviction.

Our investment approach

We have brought together an experienced, cohesive team who share a common philosophical commitment to patient, contrarian, value investing.

Our concentrated portfolios, with typically less than 25 stocks, provide among the highest levels of active share in the industry.
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Our investment strategies

The �rm manages �ve types of equity portfolio: global (including EAFE), global equity income, global smaller companies, and emerging markets.
The strategies share the same investment philosophy based on contrarian bottom up stock selection and patience.

EAFE Equities 

Emerging Markets Equities 

Global Equities 

Global Equity Income 

Global Smaller Companies Equities 
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The Oldfield Partners team

Our investment team brings together decades of collective experience in value investing, consistently applied during market cycles. Our culture is
investment-led and summed up in a few words: collegiate, supportive, founded on intellectual curiosity and focussed on long term results.

Stewardship and engagement

We are not ESG evangelists but as fundamental long-term investors, we consider it a sensible part of company analysis to assess corporate
governance, as well as the management of social and environmental issues. This forms a part of our risk assessment of business fundamentals. We
believe that ignoring ESG factors may lead to an incomplete understanding of the risks to an investment case, and may consequently result in the
wrong investment decisions.

Our stewardship commitment 
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The New

Emperor’s

Clothes

In April, after thirty
years on the

Chrysanthemum
Throne, Emperor

Akihito will abdicate
and the Heisei

Imperial reign will
come to an end.

Juliet Marber
& Robert White

February 2019

Value First

The notion that
buying cheaply
protects value

when markets fall
can get lost in long
bull markets. That's

not an issue for
Nigel Waller and
Andrew Goodwin.

Andrew Goodwin
& Nigel Waller
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Transforming

to unlock

hidden value –

the E.ON case

study

In the space of a
few years E.ON has
transformed itself
from a complex,

integrated
electricity

generation and
distribution

company to simpler
distributor of

electricity.
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